
McGowan Bristol Student Accommodation 

Household Waste Guidance 

What we expect 

As a tenant of our student accommodation, you are responsible for the upkeep of the 
property which includes the external spaces such as the front and rear gardens. 

You are also responsible for not doing anything that becomes a nuisance to others, such as 
your neighbours. 

Management of your household waste is essential in complying with these two contractual 
obligations. 

What you need to do 

1. You need to ensure that your waste is put into the correct bins. Page 2 of this document 
provides guidance on this. 

2. You need to put your bins out prior to 6am on Monday morning. Page 3 of this document 
provides guidance on which bins on which date. 

3. You need to bring your bins back in shortly following collection and place them in the 
allocated position. If you’re unsure where this is, please ask. 

4. You need to take responsibility when something goes wrong  - such a bin tipping in the 
wind or a bag splitting - and clear up any associated mess. 

Advice 

1. Allowing your bin to overflow may lead to it not being collected which causes the 
situation to get worse. Most rubbish is very compressible. Don’t be afraid to push the 
bags down hard in the bin to ensure you can close the lid. 

2. If you still have an excess, please use the large bins outside the McGowan office to 
dispose of the extra. 

3. Loose bags placed on the ground may get ripped open by wildlife looking for food. It is 
much easier to avoid this than to clear up afterwards so please only put bags in bins. 
See 1 and 2 above if your bin is full. 

If we have to get involved 

If we have to get involved with the management of your household waste, we will reluctantly 
do so but we will pass the cost to your household, shared equally between the tenants.  
Please ensure this doesn’t become necessary by following this guidance. 






